NIXIE Label (found on letters, flats & parcels)

“NIXIE” marks UAA mail for reasons other than a move

3-digit site ID of P&DC (Processing and Distribution Center) where label was applied

Recognition Task Indicators from AFR (Advanced Forwarding Reader)

Class of Mail
1 = First Class
2 = Periodicals
3 = Standard Mail
4 = Package Services

2-digit site ID of REC (Remote Encoding Center)

Date, when mailpiece was processed

Human readable delivery point code corresponding to the delivery point (ZIP) of the mailer

Intelligent Mail barcode (IMb) corresponding to the delivery point of the return address

Mailpiece ID tag

RETURN TO SENDER
NOT DELIVERABLE AS ADDRESSED UNABLE TO FORWARD

BC: 97123106363

Nixie Return to Sender Reasons
• Attempted Not Known (ANK)
• Deceased (DEC)
• In Dispute (DIS)
• Insufficient Address (IA)
• Illegible (ILL)
• No Mail Receptacle (NMR)
• No Such Number (NSN)
• No Such Street (NSS)
• Refused (REF)
• Unclaimed (UNC)
• Not Deliverable As Addressed - Unable to Forward (UTF)
• Vacant (VAC)

COA- related Return to Sender Reasons (cont.)
• Moved, Left No Address
• Box Closed – No Order
• Temporarily Away (TA)